
WATER ISSUES

LITHOSPHERE

- Solid outer part of the earth

- Consists of the crust and outer mantle

- Contnental and oceanic

- Tectonic plates

HYDROSPHERE

- All the Earth’s water

- Oceans, lakes, polar ice caps, groundwater, glaciers, rivers

- Flooding is caused when a body of water can no longer be contained within its natural state

ATMOSPHERE

- Blanket of gases surrounding the Earth or another planet

- Protects us from the sun’s harmful UV rays

- Global warming/ greenhouse gasses:
o The increase in temperature in the atmosphere is caused by excessive production of 

greenhouse gasses - such gases absorb reflected radiation and return it to Earth surface
o Contribute to the growing hole in the ozone layer

o If global warming isn’t controlled  seas will expand (flooding major cities) and ice caps will

melt

BIOSPHERE

- All life on Earth

- Rainforests are under threat from development by humans

EFFECTS OF A TSUNAMI

LITHOSPHERE - as the water crashes, soil and rocks erode

HYDROSPHERE - all debris is washed into the water

ATMOSPHERE - if a factory is hit, pollutants may rise into the air

BIOSPHERE - habitats are destroyed eradicatng human and animal life



TOPOGRAPHY

- Slope of the Earth’s surface

- Rain shadow:
o Mountain ranges force moist air upwards

o Air cools and produces clouds

o Rain falls on one side of the mountain

- Dry on one side, rainforest on the other

LATITUDE/ GEOGRAPHIC POSITION

- Places near the equator rain more

o Water evaporates then cools into clouds when convecton currents rise causing rain

- Places far away from the equator are drier

o Less evaporaton

o Less total precipitaton

CLIMATE

- Defined: long term weather patterns

- Affected by: 
o Latitude

o Altitude

o Wind directions

o Ocean currents

o Distance from ocean

o Topography 

IMPORTANCE OF WATER TO LIFE:

- Solvent for all the chemicals in a living cell  chemical reactons occur  photosynthesis

- Carries substances  food in blood

- Shock absorber  brain

- Habitat  ocean

- Supports structure  pressure holds marine animals together

SOLUBILITY OF OXYGEN & CARBON DIOXIDE

- AUTOTROPHS: self-feeders - manufacture their own food from raw material - require carbon dioxide 

because they use photosynthesis

- HETEROTROPHS: other-feeders - consume other organisms

- Carbon dioxide is more soluble than oxygen

o Because CO2 reacts with water forming carbonic acid

o Therefore, high levels of CO2 in the atmosphere  more will dissolve in the ocean  ocean will 

become more acidic

- Both gases become less soluble as the temperature rises

o Higher temperature  less oxygen  animals sufocate



- Warming water leads to CO2 releasing into the atmosphere contributng to the greenhouse efect

DIFFUSION 

- Occurs in every liquid or gas because atoms are constantly moving

OSMOSIS

- Dissolved molecules cannot get through the membrane

- Evens out

WATER POLLUTION

- ‘pollutants’  any unwanted substances that humans dispose of in the environment

FERTILIZERS

- Australian soil has low vegetaton  farmers use fertliiers  rains  runof into creeks/rivers  

eutrophicaton

-  Eutrophicaton is the overgrowth of cyanobacteria and algae

o Algal bloom

ANIMAL WASTE & HUMAN SEWERAGE

- Catle and sheep dung runof  eutrophicaton

- Sewerage has to be treated

DETERGENTS 

- Eutrophicaton from detergents is no longer a problem because they have no phosphates

WATER FLOWS

- More water  more diluted fertliiers  decreased chance of eutrophicaton

Sewerage - is contaminated water from toilets and is ofen mixed with storm water during periods of high rainfall 

or flooding

Primary- involves screening to remove large solid materials such as plastcs and containers, as well as a process 

known as sedimentaton where the sewage is allowed to setle and condense (sedimentaton tanks)

Secondary - requires further chemical breakdown of biological material

Tertiary - involves sterilising or disinfectng the secondary waste by storing it in ponds for 10 to 30 days and 

allowing the bacteria to be killed through sunlight exposure. In some cases, chlorine is added and in more advanced

plants, other chemicals are added to reduce nutrients 



WEATHERING

- Breakdown of rocks

- Chemical and mechanical weathering

CHEMICAL WEATHERING

- Water dissolves carbon dioxide and oxygen

- Chemical change

MECHANICAL WEATHERING

- ABRASION: materials rubbing against each other

- TEMPERATURE: cracks when subjected to large variatons in temperature; ice wedging

- ORGANIC: trees roots that force themselves through the cracks in rocks

CONSERVING WATER

- Water saving shower heads

- Low flush toilets

- Grey water on lawns

- Rain water tanks

- Water restrictons to be implemented

- Drip/trickle system

- Reclaimed water

o Sewerage

GROUNDWATER

**aquifer

- Makes it possible for humans to inhabit dry places

- Polluton can be caused by

o Chemical spills

o Urban and agricultural runof containing fertlisers

o Septc tank nutrients 

o Leaking nutrient flled sewer pipes

o Leaching landfll garbage dumps and liquid waste disposal sites

- Fertliiers enter groundwater flow into wetlands  eutrophicaton

Salt water intrusion

- Humans remove groundwater and saltwater takes its place



Plant vegetaton along streambeds - reed beds

P RECIPITATION - condensation particles grow too large and thus fall to the earth

R UNOFF - precipitation and the ground is saturated (cannot absorb any more water)

I  NFILTRATION - water entering the ground

C ONDENSATION - water vapour in the atmosphere is returned to its original liquid state

E VAPORATION - change of state in a substance from a liquid to gas

T RANSPIRATION - evaporation of water from plants

SOIL SALINITY

- Water table is low because of the deep-rooted vegetaton which constantly removes moisture from the soil

- Balance between incoming water and outgoing evaporaton

- Cleared for graiing  water table rises  brings salt up too  salt kills plants

CHANGES IN WATER AVAILABILITY

- Extracted water for irrigaton can reduce the water available in aquatc ecosystems by reducing water flows

in streams

- Water slows, water levels drop  risk of eutrophicaton and salinity rises  reduce animal and vegetaton 

populaton  overpopulaton of some animals in places


